Ladybirds and Butterflies Unexpected Adventure Trail
Date: Wednesday 27th January 2021
Even though we can’t be at school at the moment, it is still important for you to continue with
your learning at home so that we don’t miss out on learning opportunities.

Below you will find your daily learning tasks for you to complete at home. Try to complete them
each day so that you can keep on top of your work. Your teachers will give you feedback to show
you how you are doing, some of this will be on the website. Your parents will also need to email
your teachers with photos of your work so that they can reply and give you some personalised
feedback. Make sure you let your teachers know if there is anything that you need help with.
Reading

Times Tables

Spelling

PE

Make sure that you read today for at

Spend at least 15 minutes practising

Spend 15 minutes practising the words

You have an extra optional activity

least 15 minutes. This could be by

your times tables. Focus on the 2, 5 and

from the spelling list at the front of

today. Log onto imoves using the

yourself or to an adult.

10 x tables.

your homework book.

details sent out via parentmail.

Maths

Learning Adventure

We are now beginning to look at division. The first step is to look at sharing,

Task 1— The last part of our music audio file will teach you a new song all

using the one for you, one for me method and is a vital first step in

about

rebuilding

London

and

finding

out

some

information

about

what

understanding division, particularly as multiplication and division are the inverse

happened after the fire. Join in with the actions and create a sound picture.

of each other. Remember that you can use any objects you have at home to

You will also be listening to the tunes of some bell-peal patterns for

support understanding of this concept, by doing the tasks practically.

church towers across London

Watch the White Rose video clip by clicking on the link on the pdf document.

Task 2— To continue the work on possessive apostrophes, the task today is

This will explain things in more detail. When you have watched this, complete

writing a sentence using a possessive apostrophe when given picture clues.

the questions in your Unexpected Adventure books You will find this on the pdf
document too. The questions get progressively more challenging as you work
through them. If you get stuck, look at the video again to help you out.
forget to complete your Mathletics tasks too!

Don’t

Remember the rule, the apostrophes points towards the owner!
Task 3-

Your reading today is a short piece of fiction about the planet

Zog. Read the information carefully then use what you have read to answer
the questions. Don’t forget to always write in full sentences!

